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Non-necessary Non-necessary. Are you having issues with your Bowflex workout equipment?
This brand designs a wide variety of different types of exercise equipment. Even though the
bows in Bowflex home gym systems rarely wear out, other parts can break down if your
Bowflex system is used often. One issue that you may experience with Bowflex equipment is a
sensor malfunction on the Bowflex TreadClimber. This stepper workout machine normally
judges the exact speed at which the user is moving and adjusts accordingly. When this sensor
is malfunctioning, however, your TreadClimber may behave erratically. The walking belt on a
TreadClimber can also become misaligned after steady use. This issue can generate friction
when the belt rotates, and it can even lead to the machine failing altogether if the issue isn't
addressed. Issues with resistance can also develop. Resistance is the amount of kinetic force
required to move the track in a TreadClimber. If resistance is too high or too low, it can become
impossible to enjoy an effective workout. Purchasing one of these parts may remedy the issue
that you're experiencing with your Bowflex TreadClimber or Bowflex home gym weight system.
Bowflex parts. Bowflex product parts. We carry parts for these popular Bowflex models.
Bowflex PR parts in stock. Bowflex parts in stock. Bowflex TC parts in stock. Bowflex BD parts
in stock. What can go wrong with a Bowflex system? What are some common parts used to fix
Bowflex equipment? Transmitterâ€”The transmitter is the part of a Bowflex workout machine
that feeds information about your heart rate to the Bowflex sensor cluster. If this part develops
an issue, sensor readings may become inaccurate. Keypadâ€”The keypad is the device used to
change settings on a Bowflex machine. If this component malfunctions, you may be unable to
control your workout machine. If this cord is not operational, the machine won't power up. Front
rollerâ€”The front roller controls the speed and resistance of the track. Replacing this part may
help with issues on your machine's track. Rear rollerâ€”The rear roller provides supplemental
speed and resistance control. This part can also be replaced if you experience track issues. Air
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Sears Canada C washer parts. Need help? Close Start Chat. With the Bowflex XTL you can work
out each muscle group separately, you can perform a wide variety of exercises for chest,
shoulders, arms and legs, back and abdomen. Seated resisted Oblique Crunch Hope this helps
http: The max point reward for answering a question is Monitoring your heart rate while
exercising allows you to keep a steady pace, particularly if you want aerobic benefits in addition
to muscle building. Give it a try. Schwinn Elliptical Trainer. It is possible to upgrade the capacity
up to or pounds. The ergonomics of the machine are designed to help you keep proper form
boowflex an exercise. Please assign your manual to a product: Muscle building routines focus
on fewer exercises with heavier weights so your muscles are fully exhausted at the end of the
routine. Tell us some more! Shoulder Rotator Cuff Owner Rotation Seated straight Leg Calf
Raise Description Bowflex XTL Bowflex XTL is one of the best home fitness equipment in the
market, which in contrast to traditional home training apparatus is not based on lifting free
weights, but it is constructed on the basis of the advanced Power Rod resistance technology,
which oaners resistance from elongated bending rods which stretch up from the back frame of
the apparatus. Login to post Please use English characters only. The fitness manual included

with the Bowflex XTL outlines eight different workouts, and also advises you on how to create
your own custom program for the machine. You should also find your body mass index so you
will be able to accurately track the progress you make after weeks of working out. Lately during
the filling cycle water hammer is occurring. This home training apparatus is as good as it is
comfortable. Additionally, the bench can become loose and fall when inclined. It is very easy to
start doing an exercise and slowly but surely it becomes more difficult to do it as the rod
tension grows. The equipment can be used to accomplish nearly 50 different exercises, giving
you the manhal to work your entire body on a single piece of equipment. Standing Biceps Curl
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Commission: Bowflex XTL is one of the best home fitness equipment in the market, which in
contrast to traditional home training apparatus is not based on lifting free weights, but it is
constructed on the basis of the advanced Power Rod resistance technology, which offers
resistance from elongated bending rods which stretch up from the back frame of the apparatus.
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Owner's Manual. The Bowflex Xtreme. Page 3: Table Of Contents. Incorrect assembly can lead
to injury. Select where you are going to locate Here are a few basic tips that will make your
assembly of your machine carefully. Flat Washers Tighten screws until snug. Page Secure
using screws and washers as shown. Page 12 Frame Rail as shown in Detail 5b. A rubber mallet
may be needed to secure the end caps. Page 15 Seat Support Rail. Page 16 Seat Support Rail as
shown in Figure 12b. Tighten all hardware. Page 18 Figure 15b. Ab Bracket on Lat Tower do not
tighten hardware at this time. Subsequent images show how to connect and route each of the
Cables through the Pulleys. The Ab Crunch Station is not shown for clarity. Connecting the
Cables is much easier with a second persn assisting you. Page 20 Figure 20 and holding the
cable tightly where indicated. Page 21 You will probably need to push the Power Rod unit out of
the way for this step. Page 22 Pulleys. See Figure 19b. Rotate the Core to align it with the
groove in the Ball. Page 26 Inspection Please inspect your machine to ensure that all fasteners
are tight and components are properly assembled. Review all warnings affixed to machine. You

have successfully completed assembly of your Bowflex Xtreme 2 SE home gym! Page 28
Nautilus, Inc. Nautilus, Inc. Print page 1 Print document 28 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. There
seems to be a problem serving the request at this time. Skip to main content. You are here eBay
bowflex parts Skip to page navigation. Stations see all. Power Rods. Bench Press. Cable
Crossover. Arm Curl. Lat Pull Down. Chest Press. Back Leg Curl. Usage see all. Home Use.
Commercial Use. Semi-Commercial Use. Not Specified. Material see all. Features see all. Color
see all. Brand see all. Type see all. Manufacturer Warranty see all. Condition see all. Please
provide a valid price range. Buying Format see all. All Listings. Best Offer. Buy It Now.
Classified Ads. Item Location see all. US Only. North America. Delivery Options see all. Free
International Shipping. Show only see all. Returns Accepted. Completed Items. Sold Items.
Authorized Seller. Authenticity Guarantee. More refinements More refinements All Auction Buy
It Now. Sort: Best Match. Best Match. View: Gallery View. List View. Bowflex SelectTech
Dumbbell outside dial. Only 1 left! Benefits charity. Official Bowflex replacement parts. Bowflex
replacement parts disc 4. Results Pagination - Page 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9. Nautilus, a fitness
equipment company, owns the brand Bowflex, which achieved success in the late s through
aggressive direct marketing campaigns. First developed by Ethiopian immigrant Tessema
Dosho Shifferaw, Bowflex has been a recognized name in home fitness equipment for 25 years.
The Power Pro line of home gyms played a major role in its success. However, Nautilus recalled
the XTL series in due to safety issues. The Bowflex Power Pro XTL is a home gym that relies on
a patented system of pulleys and power rods to provide varying levels of resistance. It provides
a weight-training workout similar to what you get from using free weights. It consists of various
attachments, which allow you to perform a variety of exercises. The Power Pro XTL features a
leg-extension attachment, chest bar, lat pulldown, squat attachment and foot harness. Nautilus
cooperated with the U. When being used in an incline position, the machine's backboard bench
can collapse unexpectedly and break, causing injury. Nautilus and the CPSC received 70
reports of the backboard bench breaking, leading to at least 59 neck back and shoulder injuries.
The recalled machines were made in China, Taiwan and the U. When being used, the lat tower
can rotate forward and fall on your head, neck or shoulder area. Nautilus received at least 14
reports of neck, shoulder, nose, head and tooth injuries. Most of the injuries were minor but
some required stitches, according to a Nautilus press release. The lat tower attaches to the
back of the seat bench and features pull-down pulleys to create resistance. Infomercials and
retail stores sold the machines from January to December Following the recall, Nautilus sent
free repair kits to consumers who owned the recalled machines. The kits contained a steel bar
to reinforce the bench and a steel bracket to provide support for the lat tower. Fitness Workouts
Shoulder Exercises. Janet Renee is a clinical dietitian with a special interest in weight
management, sports dietetics, medical nutrition therapy and diet trends. She earned her Master
of Science in nutrition from the University of Chicago and has contributed to health and
wellness magazines, including Prevention, Self, Shape and Cooking Light. Woman sitting on an
exercise machine. Backboard Bench Safety Issue. Lat Tower Safety Issues. Repair Kits. Order
by:. Available to:. Bowflex SelectTech Dumbbell outside dial. Disc replacement parts. Bowflex
Pair Leg Extension Pads. Fits the Bowflex Power Pro or Motivator 1 home gym. Includes
everything as shown in the photographs. If you need any screws to go with it. Please let me
know and I'll throw them in. Check out my other listings for Power Pro parts or drop me a note if
you're looking for anything or have any questions. On Nov at PST. Bowflex Replacement pulley
3. Bowflex Power Rods Replacement Upgrade 30's. This auction is for 2 pair of used Bowflex
power rods. You will get 2 pair of 30 lb power rods. These items are used but in good shape.
There may be some nicks in the black casing but that will have no affect on the operation of
these rods. These will fit all Bowflex home gyms. End caps are included but will be removed for
shipping. For sale is a lot of 8 power replacement rods for the Bowflex system. These rods are
in good shape. The rods come with their mounting screws also. See pics. What you get: 2 30lb 4
10lb 2 5lb 8 mounting screws Powered by The free listing tool. List your items fast and easy and
manage your active items. Posted with. Inventory Code: Please look through our galley of
pictures and use the zoom option in order to see the best details. Every item is inspected and
removed from working equipment. Please conduct any research necessary before you bid or
buy. The buyer will be responsible for all shipping charges related to returned items. We have
parts for many different types of exercise equipment Ellipticals. Treadmills, Stationary Bikes,
etc. If you don't see We appreciate your business and please do not hesitate to contact us if you
have any additional questions. If you don't see it Treadmills, Stationary If you don't see it here
or in our other listings, please contact us with the parts you need and we will get back to you as
soon as possible. We may not have all parts listed. We will combine shipping and try to charge
you as close as possible to what we pay. Please ask for an invoice for combined shipping

before you pay. If you have not paid within 2 days a non-pay case will be opened against you
unless prior notice is given. Please give us a chance to correct the problem. Taxes, and charges
are not included in the item price or shipping cost. These charges are the buyers responsibility.
Please check with your country's customs office to determine what these additional costs will
be prior to bidding or buying. Sales Tax of 6. This applies to both price and shipping. Bowflex
Xtreme replacement back seat. Bowflex replacement parts. Bowflex sport replacement parts.
Bowflex Power Rods Replacement Upgrade 30 lb. This auction is for a pair of used Bowflex
power rods. You will get 1 pair of used 30 lb power rods. Bowflex Replacement Handles,
handgrips - can be used with Bowflex machines. Bowflex Replacement Handles. You must pay
within 2 days or a non-pay case will be opened against you unless prior notice isgiven. To serve
you better and provide great feedback, If there is something wrong with your order please
contact us BEFORE leaving feedback, we would appreciate you giving us a chance to correct
the problem. We have new units come in often. Bowflex Rods Rod Box from working boxflex
replacement? This is an auction for a bowflex box only that will be removed from a working
boxflex when you purchase it. There appears to be room for a total of 4 50 pound rods in this
block although 2 of the holes are capped. Just email so we can work something out for you!
Please do not assume I am an expert on the items I sell or that I know what to put in my
descriptions. All sales are final Purchase price will be refunded- shipping costs on buyer. Ask
any questions before bidding and please do not wait until the last hour. All items come with a 14
day money back guarantee. Return shipping Label is available for returns. Please leave positive
feedback for us and we will do the same for you. If you are not satisfied with the service or
product please contact us before leaving negative or neutral feedback so that we can try to
resolve the problem. We would very much appreciate it. Thank You. All sales are final unless my
description Please read the entire description and terms of the auction before bidding and ask
for additional information or additional pictures if you are unsure or confused about any
information regarding this item. I am always more than happy to answer questions or forward
additional pictures if needed. Please be sure to ZOOM in on all pictures for condition. Issues
and imperfections regarding this item. I request that payment be made within 24 hours of the
end of the auction. All of my items are used and show wear. Bowflex Sport Bench Pad
replacement. Replacement Pad. Dimensions are This is a used pad and is in near perfect
condition except for one ding as shown in the third picture- that ding is approx. Bowflex
Replacement Sport Seat Pad. This is a used seat but it is in perfect condition. The size of the
seat pad is 12" x 11" We have lots of items for sale- will combine shipping whenever possible!
Are you looking for a Proform treadmill motor? How about a Bowflex power rod or a Nordic
Track stop key? JJ Sports Machines sells not only fitness equipment. But also replacement
parts for many different types of popular fitness products. If you don't see it here or in our other
listings. Please contact us We value each and every customer and strive to make every
transaction a smooth and stress-free transition for both parties. If you ever have any questions.
Please do not hesitate to contact us. As visible in photos. Includes pulleys and cables. Please
check photos for details, and feel free to ask questions! One placement weight plate 5 for
Bowflex Series 1 red number dials This dial will only work for Series 1. One placement weight
plate 4 for Bowflex Series 1 red number dials This dial will only work for Series 1. One
placement weight plate 3 for Bowflex Series 1 red number dials This dial will only work for
Series 1. One placement weight plate 2 for Bowflex Series 1 red number dials This dial will only
work for Series 1. When looking at the machine from the front this is the right side arm. I also
have the Left arm listed in another auction. So make sure you know which one you need as
each side is different. Brand new, acquired directly from Bowflex. Photos of exact item you will
receive. Will be well packaged and shipped in sturdy box to protect from damage. Couldn't
easily remove the metal part the rod box is connected to. Will this fit your machine? Used but in
great shape. Bench only, you get what you see in the picture, will ship day after clear payment
thank you. Taken from Bowflex Motivator 2 model. But possibly would fit other models. Buyer
pays return postage. Please check with us for authorization before returning your purchase.
Item must be returned in the condition it was in when you received it. Bowflex single 50 pound
rod Replacement. Includes one pound rod attachments for higher resistance Supports Power
Pro. Motivator, Xtreme, Xtreme 2, Sport, and Blaze models Manufactured under strict
quality-control measures. These are replacements and do not come with mounting screws as
you should already have them These Power Rods will work on ALL models. This will not work if
you have an older power pro purchased prior to October with a knob on the back of the weight
stack, Adding more weight is awesome for upgrading your old Bowflex for an even better
workout! Please e-mail me with any questions before you bid. I accept Paypal only for this
auction. Please do not ask me to ship to an alternate address. Shipping: Continental US only I
have this item in stock and I will schedule shipment to leave my warehouse in 1 business day

after payment is received excluding weekends Tracking s will be I accept paypal. I will ship this
auction Fedex ground with tracking. Your auction leaves the warehouse within 1 business day.
Please contact Bowflex powerrod replacement upgrade with 2 lb rods. The block is different on
the Powerpro units and does not fit this adapter. The rods are used but the block is new.
Bowflex Powerpro , Powerpro Xlt replacement rod box. Used Bowflex Powerpro rod block.
Excellent condition, block only no screws Super fast shipping. This auction is for a used weight
plate for the Selecttech adjustable dumbbells by Bowflex. Please make sure you check to
assure you don't order the wrong plate. This plate is the second weight plate from the end of the
stack. It is the second smallest weight as you can see in the picture. Upon request, each plate
won within a week period will ship at a discounted rate. Let me know if you would like more than
one plate or have any other questions. Thank you. This auction is for a USED. But in very good
condition plate for the Selecttech adjustable dumbbells by Bowflex. Please see the pic above to
assure you are ordering the right plate. It is the middle one in the stack of 5. If you buy another
plate. Then it is no extra charge! Any questions please ask. One replacement dumbbell rack for
Bowflex Series 1 grey handle Includes one rack. This is only for the series 1 model. It will not
work for the red handle series 2. Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions. Thank
you! One replacement metal disk for Bowflex Series 1 grey handle Includes one metal disk. One
replacement bar for Bowflex Series 1 grey handle Includes bar with bolt and washers to repair
your broken handle. One replacement set of bearings and springs for Bowflex Series 1 grey
handle Each set contains 4 bearings and 4 springs. One replacement handle for Bowflex Series
1 grey handle Includes one handle for repairing your broken handle. Bowflex Selecttech Series
1 - Weight 1 - 1lb 3. This is one used replacement part for bowflex selecttech series 1. This is
weight 1 and weighs 1 lb 3. Posted with g Used 5 way handles, free shipping. Made with in
Austin, TX. Bowflex Selecttech Series 1 red numbers on dial Replacement Part Plate 5 One
placement weight plate 5 for Bowflex Series 1 red number dials This dial will only work for
Series 1. Bowflex Selecttech Series 1 red numbers on dial Replacement Part Plate 4 One
placement weight plate 4 for Bowflex Series 1 red number dials This dial will only work for
Series 1. Bowflex Selecttech Series 1 red numbers on dial Replacement Part Plate 3 One
placement weight
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plate 3 for Bowflex Series 1 red number dials This dial will only work for Series 1. Bowflex
Selecttech Series 1 red numbers on dial Replacement Part Plate 2 One placement weight plate 2
for Bowflex Series 1 red number dials This dial will only work for Series 1. Bowflex single 50
pound rod Replacement Includes one pound rod attachments for higher resistance Supports
Power Pro. Bowflex powerrod replacement upgrade with 2 lb rods 1 pair of 50lb bowflex rods
with upgrade adapter. Bowflex Selecttech Series 1 - Bar - Replacement Part One replacement
bar for Bowflex Series 1 grey handle Includes bar with bolt and washers to repair your broken
handle. Bowflex Selecttech Bearings And Springs - Replacement Parts One replacement set of
bearings and springs for Bowflex Series 1 grey handle Each set contains 4 bearings and 4
springs. Bowflex Selecttech Series 1 - Handle - Replacement Part One replacement handle for
Bowflex Series 1 grey handle Includes one handle for repairing your broken handle.

